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Disempowering
stereotypes
CONTROVERSIAL SHOW VISITS XU
JENNIFER DOWNING
Senior News Editor

GOXAVIER.COM

Coach Miller’s weekly radio show
will now be broadcast live from
Ryan’s Pub.
BRIAN BOWSHER
Editor-in-Chief

Thanks to a joint effort on the
part of the Xavier Department
of Athletics, Auxiliary Services,
Campus Dining and the National
Alumni Association, the weekly
Sean Miller radio show will now
be held live on campus at Ryan’s
Pub. The call-in talk show featuring Coach Miller and XU basketball broadcasters Joe Sunderman
and Byron Larkin is scheduled
for 16 shows to air on most Mondays throughout the season. The
first show is scheduled to air from
7-8 p.m. on Monday, Nov. 12.
“This campus-wide team has
made it possible for the students
to be involved in this special
sports program,” stated Tom
Barlow, Director of Auxiliary
Service.
“This is also a great start in
making Ryan’s into Xavier’s
sports café,” continued Barlow.
“This is based on the many
recent discussions with Student
Government and student and
alumni focus groups, each requesting to make Ryan’s into the
official Xavier sports café. We
want a place that truly reflects
the excitement of Xavier while
still retaining the name given by
Charlie Gallagher.”
©2006
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“N*gger Wetb*ck Ch*nk,” a
comedy skit and race dialogue
created by three ethnically diverse
men – an African American, a Hispanic and a Filipino Asian – will be
performed at 4 p.m. on Saturday,
Nov. 11 in the GSC Theater, free to
students with an All Card.
It’s controversial, shocking
and, at first, offensive but it hasn’t
rocked the boat much yet because
it’s been advertised in a more politically correct way under the name
“N*W*C: The Race Show.”
“N*W*C” is a show that the
administration of the College of
Mount St. Joseph’s refused to
welcome to campus, said Alyssa
Deutsch, a junior Student Activities Council member who has been
instrumental in bringing the show
to Xavier.
The reason? “‘N*W*C’ meets
controversy wherever they go,” said
Deutsch. And that’s the point.
“N*W*C” opens with three
actors chanting racial slurs, but
the ultimate goal of the show is to
disempower those stereotypes.
Written from the personal experiences of Miles Gregley, Rafael
Agustin and Allan Axibal, the actors
said, “The show traces the origins
and evolution of three derogatory
terms that shaped our lives and took
the place of a genuine understanding of our distinct cultures. In doing
this show, we hope to disempower
these words for ourselves and for
our audiences.”
“This is an opportunity to push
students outside their comfort zone,
to open their eyes to the different
issues that surround race today,”
says Deutsch.
Bringing “N*W*C” to Xavier is
a process that has been charged by
Deutsch and junior Shaudae Jones,
but the SAC board members had
some hesitations about sponsoring
the event.
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The controversial “N*W*C” plays
at GSC on Saturday. The show has
been banned from other colleges.
“It was debated for a long time.
Concerns were mostly with the
title of the show and how we were
going to go about promoting it,”
said Deutsch.
Not all faculty stood behind
SAC’s decision to bring “N*W*C”
to campus either.
“It was controversial because
the actors don’t have a background
in education training – the show is
more related strictly to performing arts,” said Deutsch. “Some
faculty would have rather seen an
educational speaker instead of these
performers who come to tell their
personal stories.”
“People will feel uncomfortable – I did when I saw the show
– but it’s important to remember
that change doesn’t happen unless
people are uncomfortable,” said
Tekeia Howard, Associate Director
of Multicultural Affairs, who saw
the show last spring.
When Howard attended the
show with a group of students and
faculty members before determining if the show’s tour would come
to Xavier, she was hesitant. “I
wasn’t going in with a positive attitude,” said Howard.
After seeing the show, her opinion shifted: “As the show continued, I realized that it’s an art form
– it’s three men telling their story.
I realized that this can be a positive
experience for a lot of people if they
keep in mind the climate of respect
on this campus.”

INSIDE:

The Newswire’s team of experts break down the upcoming men’s and
women’s basketball seasons in our annual Basketball Preview special.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY TAYLOR BROOKS

Swim coach steps down
George
Rathman

DARREN LACOUR
Associate News Editor

On November 2, George Rathman made public his decision to
leave Xavier University, stepping
down from his positions as head
men’s and women’s swimming and
diving coach as well as compliance
coordinator.
“A few weeks ago, he held a
meeting and informed us that this
summer he had decided to make
some life changes, which included
not only a change of location but
a career change,” said sophomore
swimmer Alissa Schriner. Rathman
is moving to Atlanta to look at a
number of different career opportunities in the corporate world.
According to Athletic Director
Mike Bobinski, Rathman had mentioned the possibility of this change
earlier in the year. “I admire him
for his courage,” said Bobinski. “I
obviously wanted to talk him out of
it, but he was pretty set.”
Rathman kept his plans quiet
until he was sure of them. “I was
not aware of Coach Rathman’s

Rathman, 40, was
in his 10th year
as the men’s and
women’s swimGOXAVIER.COM ming head coach
and eighth year as XU’s compliance coordinator. Last season,
both teams achieved their highest
A-10 Championship point totals
with the men placing third -- the
team’s best finish ever.
decision in advance and neither
was the team,” said red shirt senior
Dave Janszen. “It did come as a
surprise to me.”
Assistant coach Steve Riegler
has been named interim head coach
for this season. “This is something
I am prepared for,” Riegler said.
“I’m really excited for this opportunity and I am looking forward
to building on the success of the
program.”
See RATHMAN, page 6

Inside the ’Wire…
• Patrick Stevenson diaries on the media’s coverage of the 2006 election: Op-Ed, page 4
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• The retirement of Bob Barker and the return of Fraggle Rock: Diversions, page 7
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Army
scholarship
An informational table on the
Army Health Professions Scholarship Program will be held from
11 a.m.—1 p.m. on Thursday in
Albers Hall’s “giraffe” lobby.
Come learn about the program’s
full-ride scholarship opportunities in the medical, dental and
veterinary fields. Contact Daniel
Ebbers at 877-662-3284, daniel.
ebbers@usarec.army.mil or Kara
Rettig-Pfingstag at rettigk@
xavier.edu for more information.

Int’l poster
contest
As part of International Week,
the Student Activities Council (SAC) will be hosting an
international poster contest.
Participants can enter to win a
$100 gift certificate. To enter,
groups or individuals must submit a poster representative of
a foreign country. All posters
and supplies will be provided
by SAC. Entries will be judged
on their creativity and their educational value and will be displayed around GSC the week of
November 13. Pick up supplies
starting at 7 p.m. on Thursday
and Friday from the SAC office,
GSC room 200. Email lodest@

Leadership
workshop
The Peer Leadership Team
and the Office of Student Involvement and Leadership are
co-sponsoring an “Asset-Based
Leadership” workshop from
2-3 p.m. on Monday, Nov.13 in
the GSC Clocktower Lounge.
Come learn how to turn the talents, aptitudes and resources of
your community into leadership
prowess. This workshop is the
last of the Advancing Leaders
Fall 2006 Series, which is a
program designed to prepare and
support student leaders in the
management of complex issues
that arise in serving their organizations. Call the Peer Leadership
Team at 513-745-3662 or email
them at XUPLT@xavier.edu for
more information.

M. L. King, Jr.
celebrations
The Office of Multicultural
Affairs (OMA) in conjunction
with the Dorothy Day House
has rescheduled the 2007 Martin Luther King, Jr. celebrations that were originally slated
for January 18. The event will
now take place from 8:30 a.m.5 p.m. on January 15. Contact OMA at 513-745-3181.

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Latin novelist pervades campus
KELLY SHAW
Campus News Editor

Internationally recognized novelist Ariel Dorfman will speak at
Xavier at 7 p.m. on Sunday, Nov.
12 in the Schiff Family Conference
Center. Following his talk, the Xavier Players will present Dorfman’s
“Death and the Maiden” at 7:30 p.m.
They will also be performing at 7:30
p.m. on Nov. 9, 10 and 11, and at 4
p.m. on Sunday, Nov. 12.
Dorfman’s presence on campus
and the production of his play are
parts of the campuswide effort to
engage students with his work. Several professors have incorporated the
novelist’s writings into their curriculum. Dorfman’s lecture is also part
of this year’s Ethics/Religion and
Society series entitled “Responding Ethically to a Changing World
Community.”
Dorfman’s speech will focus on
his topic of “Living, Feeling, Writ-

ing in Many Worlds: Reaching Out
to the Global Community.”
Dorfman was forced to flee his
homeland in Chile in 1973 because
he feared for his life at the hands of
a corrupt and dangerous regime.
Hailed by Newsweek as “one of
the greatest living Latin American
novelists,” Dorfman has been acclaimed for his novels as well as
his plays, the most famous of which
is “Death and the Maiden.” After
winning the Olivier Award for best
play in London, it was brought to
the big screen by Roman Polanski.
It starred Sigourney Weaver and
Ben Kingsley.
“This play speaks to what is
happening all over the world,”
said director Cheryl Couch. “It
also speaks to one’s own personal
morality and responsibility. What
would you do?”
Set in an unnamed country that
is emerging from a totalitarian dic-

Professor Profile
Dr. Tyrone Williams

TYLER BURGEI
Contributing Writer

Dr. Tyrone Williams, former
chair of the English department, is
an accomplished professor here at
Xavier University.
After starting his career here in
1983, Dr. Williams left in 1986, but
returned in ’87 and has been here
since, taking on many roles as teacher, chair and head of programs.
Dr. Williams has taught a myriad
of classes in the English department.
A few of them include Literature
and the Moral Imagination, Modern
American Poetry, Modern American
Fiction, Modern Literary Theory,
Contemporary American Fiction and
African-American Literature.
He says with a chuckle, “I am
happy to be back teaching and out
of administration.”

Williams was also the advisor
for the Black Student Association
from 1987-93 and is the former
president for the American Associatioion of University Professors.
A somewhat controversial role
that Dr. Williams has adopted
as co-director of the Gender and
Diversity Studies department is
working towards raising the current
core requirement in this department
of only one credit hour to six or nine
hours, giving students a broader
knowledge of diversity.
Dr. Williams is also a multipublished writer. “CC,” his first
full book, was published in 2002;
“Musique Noire,” a book of poetry,
and “AAB and Future, Elections,”
were both published in 2004.
His future aspirations are to
continue writing – he currently has
two books awaiting publication
– and teaching. Making it clear that
he does not miss being chair of the
department, he jokingly adds, “I
have no administrative goals.”

tatorship, the play explores the after
effects of repression on hearts and
souls. Paulina Escobar’s husband
Gerardo is to head an investigation into past human rights abuses.
Dr. Miranda stops at Escobar’s
to congratulate Gerardo. Paulina
overhears them speaking and is
convinced that Miranda supervised
her prison torture sessions. She ties
him to a chair and conducts her own
interrogation, gun in hand.
Couch says this is a very emo-

tionally draining production for the
cast, which is made up of all senior
students. “I had to be sure that they
would be ready for this journey. It
is not easy,” she said.
Tickets will be sold at the GSC
box office. They are $3 for students,
faculty and staff and $5 for others.
Dorfman’s lecture and the following play are also part of Xavier
University’s International Education
Week, which will celebrate the influence of all international education.

National International Education Week
Xavier University will celebrate National International Education
Week from Nov. 13 to 17. The weeklong event will promote and
celebrate the benefits of international education and exchange
worldwide. This joint initiative of the U.S. Department of State
and the U.S. Department of Education is part of an effort
to promote programs that prepare Americans for a global
environment, and attract future leaders from abroad to
study, learn and exchange experiences in the United States.

Event Schedule:
Sunday, November 12
Global Community Lecture
Monday, November 13
International Coffee Tasting
Tuesday, November 14
Holidays with Heart

Belly Dancing Performance

Ariel Dorfman, 7 p.m., Schiff
Family Conference Center
8-10 p.m., Gallagher
Student Center
Crafts from around the world,
11 a.m.-8 p.m., Gallagher
Student Center
Gallagher Student Center (time
TBA)

Wednesday, November 15
Live Caribbean Music
West African Coffee Hour

Thursday, November 16
Diwali-The Festival of Lights

Gallagher Student Center (time
TBA)
Coffee and food from West
African countries, 3:304:30 p.m., Gallagher Student
Center
Featuring Indian cuisine and
entertainment, 6:30 p.m.,
Gallagher Student Center
Theater. Tickets are $5 and
include dinner and the show.

Friday, November 17
International Potluck Dinner

Correction:
Correction from last week’s
Professor Profile: Dr. Thomas
Merrill began his career at
Xavier University in 2002.

Cultural fashion show and live
performances., 6:30 p.m.,
O’Connor Sports Center

Police Notes
Oct. 30, 12:20 p.m.—A student
reported a stolen stereo and damaged
vehicle while parked in the C-2 lot.
Oct. 30, 6:00 p.m.—A student
reported that he or she might have
been a victim of identity theft.
Oct. 31, 1:38 p.m.—A non-student
peering into cars parked in the
Alumni Woodburn lot was warned
of trespassing, noted and sent away.
Nov. 3, 5:10 p.m.—A student
reported that a textbook was stolen
from the first floor lobby in the GSC.
Nov. 3, 9:25 p.m.—Four students
in a residence hall were cited
for smoking marijuana and for

underage consumption of alcohol.
Nov. 3, 9:32 p.m.—A non-student
who asked for assistance in checking
into a drug rehabilitation program
was transported via taxi to a
treatment facility on Izzard Charles
Drive in downtown Cincinnati.
Nov. 4, 10:35 p.m.—Cincinnati
Police and Campus Police
investigated an attempted
burglary on the 900 block of
Dana Avenue. The suspect was
gone upon the authorities’ arrival.
N o v. 4 , 11 : 4 8 p . m . — A
student was cited for walking
with an open container of beer
through the Gallagher lot.

Police Note
of the Week
Nov. 1, 2:48 a.m.—Three
students littering the residential
mall with toilet paper were cited
for running from the police
and for criminal mischief.

Like to write? Want
to try out your skills as
a journalist?
Send us an email at
newswire-news@xavier.
edu
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Homophobia and you
It seems that today’s society is
shifting its distribution of prejudice.
In the not so distant past, we were
battling issues of race. Today is
different. While race still looms in
the distance, there is a new concern
that faces the American population: homosexuality, specifically
America’s seemingly innate fear
of people grouped as homosexuals. The Newswire feels as though
this is silly. What is there to be
afraid of?
Recently Ted Strickland, the
Democratic candidate in
Ohio’s gubernatorial
race, was accused
of hiring and taking a vacation
with an accused pedophile. Everyone freaked
out. Why?
Because there
was the chance
that Strickland had
a relationship with
said associate. Well,
chances are it’s not even true,
but accusations like that have the
potential to ruin a career, as was
the case with former New Jersey
Governor James McGreevy, who
resigned after accusations and later
confirmation of his homosexuality
hit the streets.
Yesterday violence erupted in
Israel as Orthodox Jews protested a
planned gay pride parade scheduled
for Friday. Fires were set, police
were confronted and even stabbings were reported in Jerusalem as
members of the community voiced
their disgust for their homosexual
neighbors.
Again this brings us back to
the question of “why.” It is understandable that members of religious communities do not support
homosexuality, as it is in direct
contradiction to their beliefs, but

is there a need for absolute hate?
Does homosexuality make people
any less human? Though some
would claim so, it’s doubtful.
Here in America homophobia
runs rampant in the media, drawing
strength from conservative groups
and individuals around the country.
Just recently the president of the
National Association of Evangelicals, Reverend Ted Haggard,
resigned amid a row of accusations
that he has had a long term relationship with a gay prostitute drug
dealer. Here in Ohio Jean
Schmidt has been
running negative
campaign ads
which focus
solely on Victoria Wulsin’s
support for
the legalization of gay
marriage, because obviously
that makes her a
bad politician.
Another thing that
has given homosexuals a bad rap
is the American media’s inability
to separate homosexuality from
pedophilia. There is a difference.
Not all homosexuals act like pedophiles, and vice versa. So why
should we automatically condemn
homosexuals as perverted child
molesters and sex mongers? The
Newswire says we shouldn’t.
Instead, we should accept homosexuals as human beings (because
they are) and let them live the same
way they let heterosexuals live.
There is no reason to be afraid of
gay people. Any perceived “danger” which one might feel because
of gay people is just society making you afraid of something that
isn’t scary, just like when society
made you think that the Detroit
Tigers were going to win the World
Series in three games.
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Unnumbered spaces in R1, R2, C1, etc. These parking spots are
ideal, but you have a better chance of getting subbed in the basketball
game to run the point for the Muskies than you have of getting one of
these spaces.

2

Ledgewood Ave. The spaces are certainly limited, the legality of
parking here is somewhat questionable, and you have to parallel park.
However, the short walk to almost anywhere on campus is tough to
argue with.

3

South Lot This parking lot on Dana Avenue is a highly convenient
place to park if you have a class in Elet Hall. If your desired destination is a more centrally located place, such as Gallagher, bring comfortable shoes.

4

Portland, Oregon If you park in Oregon, you can reenact the many
virtual journeys you made playing the game “Oregon Trail” in elementary school. Plus, Oregon is only slightly further away from
campus than other parking lots made available to students on game
nights.

5

Norwood Plaza parking lot This lot is near a vacant building that
used to be Soupie’s Bar and Grille. Parking here will allow your car
to absorb some of the legendary mystique of Soupie’s, although during this process your car stereo may be absorbed by a thief.

A smattering: the 2006 midterm elections
PATRICK STEVENSON
Assistant Op-Ed Editor

7:00 p.m.- I kick off my election
coverage viewing by tuning into
Fox News. I know they are going to
start things off with a bang.
7:06 p.m.- “…Hopefully we’ll
be able to, uh, we’ll be able to, uh,
explain it to you. Assuming we understand it,” states Britt Hume, Fox
News’ election coverage anchor, at
the beginning of their broadcast.
I guess understanding things and
being articulate are characteristics
of the liberal media.
7:12 p.m.- It just occurred to
me how much easier writing this
column would be if Dan Rather was
still employed by a news organization. Say what you will about Dan
Rather, but having a crazy person
anchor CBS’ election coverage was
exciting.
7:30 p.m.- Roughly two seconds
after the polls closed in Ohio, CNN
projects Ted Strickland as the winner of the Ohio gubernatorial race.
Ken Blackwell has to be enormously disappointed he couldn’t
disenfranchise enough poor people
to pull this election off. 2004 was
a much simpler time for Ohio Republicans.
7:33 p.m.- I was under the
impression that being charismatic
was a necessary characteristic for
broadcast journalists to have. Britt
Hume is demonstrating otherwise.
It’s entirely possible that he might

be a robot dressed in a gray suit.
7:46 p.m.- Wolf Blitzer excitedly reports that they are about to
show us “actual numbers!” I wish
Anderson Cooper would introduce
his panel of analysts by exclaiming
that what he is about to show us is
“mere speculation!”
7:57 p.m.- I just asked my roommate to microwave me a Hot Pocket
while he was in the kitchen. He
responded by telling me to perform
a sexual act on myself that even Ted
Haggard would be uncomfortable
with. Alas, I remain hungry.
8:00 p.m.- The Democratic
challenger for Senate in Maine,
Jean Hay Bright, looks exactly like
Harry Potter. This fact is especially
disturbing, because Ms. Hay Bright
is a middle aged woman.
8:18 p.m.- Former presidential
candidate Howard Dean is interviewed on CNN. I’ll make this
observation about Howard Dean.
Shrieking “hyah!” basically ended
his political career. George Allen
calls an Indian a “macaca” and may
still win reelection. I hate politics.
8:22 p.m.- Britt Hume takes
twenty seconds to explain that a
check mark next to a candidate’s
name means they are projected to
win the election. Things like this
make me wonder what the IQ of the
average Fox News viewer is.
8:29 p.m.- There is something
strange about Fox News’ election
coverage. I can’t exactly put my

finger on it, but something is amiss.
It’s seriously affecting my ability
to make inane observations about
their broadcast.
8:41 p.m.- The camera just
panned over the CNN newsroom,
and one of the researchers was
wearing a yarmulke. This of course
demonstrates that CNN is being
controlled by the same liberal Jews
that ruin Mel Gibson’s life on a
daily basis. I’m switching back to
Fox News out of protest.
8:44 p.m.- I just figured out
what was bothering me about Fox
News’ broadcast. Geraldo Rivera
is nowhere to be found. Fox News
without Geraldo is like Scientology
without Tom Cruise. I don’t know
what Fox News is trying to pull, but
I don’t like it one bit.
8:50 p.m.- A Fox News reporter
brings up all of the turmoil surrounding the disenfranchisement
of voters in several lower-class
districts in Ohio during the 2004
election. He then reports that there
were voting irregularities today
in the wealthy district of Shaker
Heights, so now they have to keep
the polls open there until 9:00 PM.
Look, the State of Ohio may have
disenfranchised poor voters in
recent years, but they have made
up for it today by making it less
convenient for rich people to vote.
Justice has been served.

EXCLUSIVE ONLINE CONTENT ALERT!
Read the extended version of Patrick Stevenson’s election night diary.

www.xavier.edu/newswire
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The United States in Iraq
Abandoning our brothers

“I will never leave a fallen
comrade to fall into the hands
of the enemy…” This is part of
the creed I recited several times a
day while I was in the U.S. Army
Ranger School. Moreover, like
many other impressionable young
men, I believed it.
Last week though, Iraqi Prime
Minister Nouri Al Maliki ordered
U.S. Forces to shut down checkpoints around Sadr City and halt
the operation aimed at finding a
kidnapped U.S. solider, and our
commander-in-chief acquiesced.
Why? Give me an irrefutable tactical or strategic justification for this
abandonment of our principles. I
don’t think anyone can.
Some supporters of the president have intimated that the soldier
deserved his fate because he snuck
out of the Green Zone without authorization, only to be kidnapped
shortly thereafter in Baghdad’s
Karada neighborhood. The soldier
was undoubtedly foolish, but he is
still one of ours.
U.S. servicemen have been
suffering the foolishness and bad
decisions of this resident and his
Secretary of Defense for the last
five years. I believe that loyalty
should be repaid in kind. And what
did we gain from this betrayal of
the American soldier? According
to the U.S. Embassy in Baghdad,
Prime Minister Maliki got to look
like he was actually running the
country.
Here’s some simple advice to

PHOTO COURTESY OF IMAGESEARCH.COM

the Prime Minister. If you want to
look like you’re in charge, get rid
of Sadr and the Medhi Army. Anything less than that and you will
always be an invalid in your own
office, dependent on the whims of
warlords for your survival.
My battalion received a warning order in 2003 to capture Sadr,
and the order was rescinded. Apparently someone thought we
could control the delusional drug
addict. Once again, in 2004 after the fighting in An Najaf and
Karbala subsided, Sadr was allowed to remain. The cancer that
remains unexcavated consumes
more of the host.
As for our president, what did he
get out of this Faustian pact? Per-

haps he gets to hold Iraq together
for a few more weeks and steer his
party through the November elections. Then what? Do we continue
our failed strategy? “Search and
destroy” and “in and out” didn’t
work in Vietnam, and of course it
hasn’t worked in Iraq.
There are almost 50,000 cops in
New York City, but the American
military is supposed to hold down
Iraq with 140,000. It’s a sick joke.
It would take at least half a million U.S. soldiers to stabilize Iraq,
based on population-to-peacekeeper ratios established by the French
in Algeria in the 40s, the British
in Malaysia in the 50s and NATO
forces in Bosnia and Kosovo.
To paraphrase Mao Tse Tung

from his 1937 treatise on guerilla
warfare, the people are the sea in
which the insurgent swims. Our
inability to protect the people and
keep out the insurgents means every aspect of Iraqi daily life is now
in their grips. Unfortunately, it
may be too late.
Like most Americans, I have
that 1968 kind of feeling. Even
if the president changes our Iraq
policy after the election, anything
less than passing some form of
conscription and pumping the active-duty Army up to well over a
million soldiers is a half measure.
No, I suppose what we’ll do is
adopt some form of ‘Vietnamization,’ and the results will be just
as unsuccessful. And when Iraq is
fully engaged in civil war, not only
will we have to answer for wasted
American lives and resources,
we’ll have to prepare for what
comes next. That is the guarantee
of increased incidents of terrorism
around the world as a result of a
further destabilized Middle East.
Note about the author: Jason
Blindauer is an XU graduate, class
of 2001. He was an infantry officer in the U.S. Army until May
2006. He served in Iraq in 2003
(OIF I) and 2005 (OIF III). He
currently works in Dallas, TX.

Parking, basketball at Xavier

MRSA stands for Methicillin
Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus.
Staphylococcus Aureus is a common cause of boils and skin infections. This variety (MRSA)
is resistant to many common
penicillin like antibiotics.
It
can cause life-threatening infections and death. This organism
used to be found only in hospitals and nursing homes. Patients
would get infected after being
in those facilities for awhile.
Now, we’re finding that it causes
more than 50% of community
acquired skin infections. It has
been a growing problem for
sports teams. The best protection
is handwashing! Shared athletic
equipment needs to be cleaned
with antiseptics. Athletes need to
shower frequently, especially after using gym/exercise equipment.
Many times the initial infection site looks like a big pimple or spider bite. If you think
you have a problem, see us.
McGrath Health & Counseling
Center
(513) 745-3022

What Xavier does, or doesn’t do, to aid commuters
I am a minority student here at night classes to run behind, simply
Xavier Univesity. No, I don’t like because many of these students
the Burger King. I am a commuter have to make that walk so that the
student. I am not able to sleep in basketball team has an audience.
At a university that is supposed
my nice warm bed until 5 to 10
minutes before classes start. I wake to pride itself on academics, not
up two hours before my classes sports, this is unacceptable. Evstart, rush through my morning ery student needs access to those
routine, fight traffic for 45 minutes resources that make it possible for
or more, then arrive on campus 20 them to maximize their learning.
minutes before my classes start to For commuter students, one of
participate in the commuter sport those resources is parking. I realize that this is not a huge concern
– parking.
There are very few spots that for resident students, and therefore
is not a concern
could be considtha t i s widely adered close to class
dressed. However,
buildings, and comwe pay tuition as
muter students are
well and deserve
often seen driving
the same opportuthrough the lots trynity t o learn.
ing to find parking. I
Perhaps Xavier
am not afraid when
should do as UC
a car drives slowly
does, and build a
behind me, stalkparking
garage.
ing me to my car.
Half or all of the
I know the drivR-1 lot could be
er just wants my
PHOTO COURTESY OF ALLEGHENYCENTER.COM
converted to a C
parking spot. It’s
part of the life of a commuter lot. As Xavier’s student and commuter population grows, the parkstudent at Xavier.
However, the inadequate park- ing needs to expand.
ing situation becomes even worse
-Staci Martin
when the basketball team plays.
Class of 2009
Half, if not more, of the parking
close to class is cut off and the
Cintas lot is completely closed after 5 p.m. We are to park behind
Cohen, in a dimly lit and remote
area that is roughly a 15 minute
brisk walk. This situation causes

It’s that time of the year, com- dorm room. We’re not asking for
muters! The time where, in addi- a place to live on campus. We’re
tion to traffic, you now get to fight asking for a safe place to stay in
the elements to make your way to case of emergency.
class. You may believe that you are
It would be open through the
equipped to make your way, with school year, but students could
your scraper and your special tires only stay there for a few days
and such. Howevthroughout
er, when you are in
the
whole
class and that huge
month, and
snowstorm
hits,
with an exbe prepared. Your
cuse that is
teacher won’t let
qualified as
class out early bean emergency
cause most students
if there is not
can just walk to
inclement
their dorm rooms.
weather. The
The university
center could
won’t have a place
be staffed by
for you to stay
commuter stuPHOTO COURTESY OF TRACTIONTECH.CA
– unless you count
dents, and we
the couches in the GSC. You could could use one of the empty houses.
stay with complete strangers with No longer would the best advice be
that bag Campus Police told you to pack an overnight bag.
to pack during orientation. Or you
While Commuter Services has
can risk it, trying to drive home. In gotten much better, they are still
the meantime, residents are having not able to provide the full amount
snowball fights and thinking it’s a of services that commuter students
great party.
need.
That is why some of the comUntil Xavier is able to come up
muter students have come together with a solution to the commuter’s
and created the idea of the com- ailments during winter, we must
muter house. This could be a place fend for ourselves. So what’s a
with a few bunk beds, a kitchen, commuter to do?
bathrooms and a TV. A place
where commuter students – and
-Stephanie Ibemere
only commuter students – could
Class of 2009
go if there was an emergency, or
just to hang out during the day.
This is not a cheap way to get a

Dont forget...

...to check out
the basketball
preview!
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Riegler named
Men’s soccer falls
interim swim coach to Richmond in
A-10 Tournament

BRIEFS
John LaFollette, Editor
Sports Desk: 745-2878
newswire-sports@xavier.edu

Continued from Page 1

Three Muskies
post top finishes
Junior Nico Lilly, senior Jill
Cooke and sophomore Alissa
Schriner each posted a pair of
first place finishes, but it was not
enough as the Xavier University
men’s and women’s swimming
teams dropped a dual meet to Saint
Louis University on Saturday at the
O’Connor Sports Center. The men
lost their match-up 170-92, while
the women were edged 140-123.
Cooke took a pair of first place
finishes in both the 200 and 500
Free events, and teamed with the
Musketeers’ 400 Free Relay to
take the gold. She won the 200 in
1:58.44 and the 500 in 5:14.93. In
the 400 Free Relay, Cooke, freshman Elaina Suba, junior Lindsay
Jackson and senior Krystel Kooyman paced the field in 3:39.67.
Schriner won both the Butterfly
events, taking the 200 in 2:12.20,
and was the lone finisher in the
100 under one minute (59.85). Jill
Winhusen followed closely behind
Schriner in the 200 Fly, taking the
silver in 2:12.94.

One would think that switching
head coaches might cause problems
for the team, but that doesn’t seem
to be the case this year. “The team
is also excited for a change, and we
were already transitioning,” said
Riegler. “The team goals are still
the same, and our coaching styles
were similar.”
F o r m e r l y,
the team trained
in two separate
groups, one under Rathman and
the other under
Now
GOXAVIER.COM Riegler.
Steve Riegler w i t h R a t h m a n
leaving, Riegler is really looking
forward to bringing the team closer
together.
“I think given the situation, it
was what was best for the team and
for George,” says Janszen.
Bobinski has named Rich
Franchak as the interim compliance coordinator for the university.
His role is to make sure all the
sports are functioning within the
NCAA rules, as far as procedures
go. Franchak is the Senior As-

sociate Athletic Director and will
have these new responsibilities in
addition to his current job, but he
also has previous experience, so
Bobinski is confident that there is
“a good plan in place.”
Eventually, both the head coaching and compliance coordinator
positions will be filled permanently,
but right now the searches aren’t
too pressing. “I think it’s the right
thing for the team,” said Bobinski,
who wants to let Riegler coach
this year.
The team is hopeful and excited
for the season, which is already underway. “I look forward to training
with [Steve] and seeing what this
team can do,” said Schriner.
“I’m fortunate to have worked
with [George] but support his decision to pursue what makes him
happy.
“George came to this team and
significantly changed it for the better in the time that he was here. He
did a huge part for Xavier swimming,” she said.
“We really appreciate everything George has done,” said Bobinski. “We owe him a great debt
of gratitude.”

#2 RHODE ISLAND

#2 RHODE ISLAND

#3 RICHMOND
#3 RICHMOND
#6 XAVIER
#4 DUQUESNE

#2 URI
#1 SAINT LOUIS

#5 CHARLOTTE

#1 SAINT LOUIS
#4 DUQUESNE
Richmond scored in the 89th minute to propel
the Spiders past Xavier by a score of 1-0 in the
first round of the Atlantic 10 Soccer Tournament
last Thursday night in Charlotte. With the loss,
Xavier ends their season at 7-10-2.
Xavier held a 12-10 advantage in shots, including
a five to three edge in shots on goal. Senior Liam
Curran (left) had two saves for the Musketeers
in his final game in net.

GOXAVIER.COM

SPRING BREAK
INFORMATION

800-488-8828

www.sandpiperbeacon.com

FREE SPRING BREAK
MODEL SEARCH CALENDAR*
*VALID

FOR FIRST

1000

RESERVATIONS .
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Come join us at FACS Group, Inc., the credit services, centralized financial and administrative
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communication skills, a solid work history, a HS diploma or GED, and the flexibility to work weekends,
we have an exciting future waiting for you.
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Flexible schedules/Weekends available

CALL CENTER AGENTS
Bilingual (English/Spanish)
opportunities are available.

• 20% discount at Macy’s

Call: 513-398-5221
Apply online: FACSgroup.com

• 401(k) with company match
• Medical & dental benefits
• Competitive weekly pay
• Eligibility for semi-annual increase
• Paid training
• Tuition reimbursement
• High-energy friendly atmosphere

“At FACS teamwork is not a cliché.
It’s the real thing, and it’s The Better
Way to Work!”
Dominique – Customer Service

• Casual dress
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9111 Duke Blvd., Mason, OH 45040
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May I borrow your baby?
BRANDY WILLIAMS
Asst. Diversions Editor

Remember when adopting a
child was considered the most vivid
act of showing one’s selflessness
through providing an orphaned
child with a loving family? Some
argue that we may be facing the
end of those days. In Hollywood,
adopting a foreign third world child
is just as much a show of status as
the Vera Bradley handbag.
After we oohed and ahhed over
the Brangelina adoptions of Cambodian son Maddox and Ethiopian
daughter Zahara, the world is now
raising an eyebrow to pop star Madonna, who was recently granted
permission to adopt a 13-monthold African baby named David
Banda. Adoption rules were bent
for the star as Malawian law says
that it is illegal for non-residents to
adopt children from their country.
Rumor has it that fellow adoptive parents actress Angelina Jolie
and actor Brad Pitt suggested
that she adopt an African child.

PHOTO COURTSEY NEWS.BBC.CO.UK

Madonna recently went on Oprah to express her adoption woes.
Madonna says that the rumors are
false and that she has never met
the celebrity couple. But with the
recent hype over foreign adoption
in Hollywood, it is questionable
whether the well-known trendsetter
is jumping on the bandwagon.
The bullet doesn’t stop there, as
the Jolie-Pitt family says that they
plan to adopt another child as soon

as they figure out which race will
fit best with their children. Actress
Mia Farrow has adopted 10 children
from developing countries. Actor
Tom Cruise and ex-wife actress
Nicole Kidman have two adopted
children, one of whom is biracial.
Botox victim Meg Ryan has an
adopted daughter from China.
By no means is anyone suggest-

ing that adopting needy children is
wrong. No matter what the reasons,
these celebrities are saving the life
of an impoverished child.
However, it is tempting to view
such actions as just another example of the power of rampant
celebrity egos in an age in which
stars are held up as authorities on
global poverty and humanitarian
crisis issues.
UNICEF voices the concern that
celebrity adoptions from foreign
countries may not be in the best
interest of the child, who is thrown
into a new country in the media
spotlight.
Skeptics believe that Madonna
probably thinks that what she is
doing is in the best interest of the
child, but the money she will spend
on the adoption and the child could
have gone to help many other orphaned children in Malawi. “But
then she wouldn’t have a cute black
child to show off,” says Save the
Children advisor Daniela Reale.

with Jeff McMurray
My world has been shattered.
Doogie Howser, M.D., has come
out of the closet. You read that
correctly. Neal Patrick Harris, the
cultural icon of our youth who
made us all believe that we could
be teen doctors, is gay.
This really does speak to his
acting skill, though. If you have
seen “Harold and Kumar go to
White Castle” or “How I Met Your
Mother,” he comes across as quite
the womanizer. In “Harold and
Kumar,” he sure looked like he was
enjoying himself as he drew a line
of coke off a stripper’s naked body.
But you expect Oscar-winning
performances such as these coming
from the man who starred in the
great movie “Starship Troopers.”
Sadly, this is not the worst news
I have heard in the past couple of
weeks. The truly stunning news
that Bob Barker will be retiring
from “The Price is Right” in June
takes the cake. I ask you: Who will
entertain college students skipping
class around 11 a.m.? Who will tell
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BRIEFS
Emily Hoferer, Editor
Diversions Desk: 745-2878
newswire-diversions@xavier.edu

Death and the
Maiden
Xavier Players will be putting on their second studio play,
Ariel Dorfman’s “Death and the
Maiden.” Showings start at 7:30
p.m. Nov. 9-11 in the GSC studio
and at 4 p.m.. on November 12.
Tickets are $3 for students and $5
for the public.

Late Night Movie
Take a break from your rigorous studies and come see the hilarious comedy “Talladega Nights”
starring Will Ferrell. Showings
will be November 9-11 at 11 p.m.
in the GSC Theater. The movie is
free to Xavier students.

“Showstoppin’”
Fashion Show

PHOTO COURTSEY CAVBLOG.CO.UK

us how much a bed setting costs?
It’s terrible to think that no one
will provide answers to these pressing questions any time soon. For
now, no replacement has been announced for the show, even though
we all know that no one can truly
replace Bob Barker.
If you do wish to see Bob
Barker in all of his glory, he does

Live Wires
Wednesday, November 8
Straylight Run
@ 20th Century Theatre

Thursday, November 9
Amos Lee
@ 20th Century Theatre

Friday, November 10
The Disco Biscuits
@ Bogarts

Sunday, November 12
Trans-Siberian Orchestra
@ Ej Nutter Center

New Releases
The following discs are due for release on or after November 7...
Josh Groban Awake (Reprise/WEA) ... Keith Urban Love, Pain &
The Whole Crazy Thing (Capitol) ... Dionne Warwick My Friends & Me
(Concord Records) ... Michael W. Smith Stand (Reunion) ... Dave
Mathews Band The Best of What’s Around, Vol. 1 (RCA)
...All dates are tentative.

plan to return to film. According
to sources, he still refuses to do
nude scenes. Mr. Barker still has
strong values and does not want to
be just another beautiful body in
Hollywood.
But there is good news amidst
of all of this! Those who are old
enough to remember “Fraggle
Rock,” the classic T.V. show of the
eighties, will be pleased to hear that
a “Fraggle” movie is in production.
It is currently untitled, but it does
star five of our favorite Muppets

of yesteryear: Gobo, Wembley,
Mokey, Boober and Red.
The basic plot of the movie deals
with the fraggles leaving their home
and heading to “outer space,” which
is basically the human world. It is
being written by Ahmet Zappa, and
it will be out in 2007. There is still
no word on whether or not the bartender from “Boondock Saints” will
be co-starring with these beloved
Muppets again.
That’s all for this week. I am off
to corrupt the youth of America.

The Black Student Associations’s Antonio Johnson and
Social Committee is presenting a
fashion show of what to wear and
what not to wear at the upcoming
Antonio Johnson Scholarship
Gala. The event will take place at
7 p.m. on November 10 in Kelley
Auditorium.

Musketeer
Masquerade
Xavier’s Musketeer Masquerade Homecoming Dance is quickly approaching! Tickets are on sale
this week for $10. Come out from
1-3 p.m. on November 13-14 to
make your own mask in GSC.
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WEDNESDAY
November 8
There are some things on this
campus that really brighten my
day. For example, any time I see
a puppy or a grown dog running
about playfully, my heart grows a
little bit. When I see a small child
frolicking in the leaves, a sense of
peace comes about me. And when
the campus is lit up beautifully on a
nice, crisp fall night, there is nothing
more rejuvenating.
However, when I see two people
saying their goodbyes to each other
in baby talk outside my classroom
in Alter because they’ll miss each
other so much for the next 45 minutes, it makes me vomit. When I see
people making out in the middle of
campus because they just couldn’t
wait to pounce on their special
somebody, I become even more
disgusted. But my biggest problem
comes when I’m headed to an early
morning class, still angry at myself
for leaving my extremely warm and
comfortable bed, only to see two
people embracing each other and
attacking each other’s backsides.
Butt-grabbing, Xavier University, is happening at alarming rates
all over this campus and I’m sick to
death of it. So, quit it.
I make you this promise, PDAaddicted couples of the world: the
next time I see any tush-grabbing
outside my class, I’m joining in and
I won’t leave until it’s really, really
uncomfortable.
This is your one warning.
Speaking of delectable tookusses, the comedians “Hard ‘N Phirm”
will be performing in the GSC food
court atrium at 8 p.m.

CALENDAR AND CLASSIFIEDS
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Calendar City
By Briana Hansen. To place an item in the calendar, mail to newswire-calendar@xavier.edu.

THURSDAY

SATURDAY

November 9

November 11

Dr. Michael Granger, an expert
on the Bird Flu, will be speaking
at 7 p.m. tonight in Kelley Auditorium, sponsored by Advocates for
Animals. I’m going to suggest my
brilliant idea for curing the world
of the bird flu...kill every last bird!
I’m sure the Advocates will love my
idea. I love being so popular!
At 7:30 p.m., the opening night
of the Xavier Players’ production
of “Death and the Maiden” will
take place in the Gallagher Student
Center Studio Theatre.
Along a similar theme, at 11
p.m., the Late Night Movie Series
will present “Talladega Nights: The
Ballad of Ricky Bobby” in the Gallagher Student Center Theatre.

This afternoon at 4 p.m., the
show “N*W*C” will play for free
in the Gallagher Student Center
Theatre. It’s an absolutely hysterical show that I highly suggest you
go see.
In fact, I think so much of the
show and the cast that this is likely
the first time I’ve ever not used
sarcasm in a column.
But maybe it’s too late to not be
sarcastic. Maybe I’ve dug myself
into such a sarcastic hole that even
though I really think this show
is great and want to convey that
through the words on this page, it’s
going to seem as if it’s all sarcastic!
I’ve completely trapped myself.
Oh, well.

FRIDAY
November 10
A week ago today, our world
became a little bit funnier with the
premiere of a movie featuring a
beautiful man named Borat.
Fifty years ago today, the world
became a little bit more pathetic
with the birth of a man we would
come to know as Sinbad.
Sorry, Sinbad. After the show
“Moesha” went off the air for some
unknown reason, it seems like you
can’t do anything right.

I can do anything! Just take a
look. It’s in a book...
That’s right, gurl. Uh huh. I
went there. Okay. Yeah yeah.
The cast members from the show
“N*W*C” and members of SAC
will be holding various workshops
regarding a variety of issues in a diversity of places throughout campus
today. They’re going to be fantastic
(insert “Reading Rainbow” song
here with cheesy smile from Levar
Burton)... but you don’t have to take
my word for it!
Both “Death and the Maiden”
and “Talladega Nights” will be playing again tonight. Same times and
same places as yesterday.
Those events would make a
perfect date if all the couples on
this campus weren’t too busy baby
talking, slobbering on, or grabbing
at each other.
Today is Area Code Day. In order
to celebrate, we should do exactly
what the wise Ludacris song says,
which is to stop the violence and
put the 4-4 away. Maybe even skeet
shoot a hoe today? Who knows?

SUNDAY
November 12
Yesterday was Kurt Vonnegut’s
84th birthday. He’s possibly one
of the greatest figures of our generation, next to Frisch’s Big Boy,
of course. I didn’t have space in the
column yesterday because I was
rambling and I am now too lazy to
take the time to go back through and
edit the column. So, I’ll just put a
series of words on the page and let
you edit for content while you read.
What a concept!

Classifieds

MONDAY
November 13
An asset-based leadership workshop will take place today from 2-3
p.m. in the Gallagher Student Center
Clocktower Lounge.
Afterwards, an ass-based public
display of affection workshop will
take place led by every other person I see on my way to class in the
morning.
At least I’m really good about
letting things go that bother me after
mentioning them once. It would get
really obnoxious to be reminded of
the same frustrations over and over
again.
That’s why my motto is “Live in
the moment! Just make sure that moment isn’t screwed up by immature
brats doing annoying and inconsiderate things! If that moment is
screwed up by the aforementioned
brats, do everything in your power
to make sure that all of their moments are ruined to the best of your
ability by using every outlet for
communication you’ve got!”

TUESDAY
November 14
Today is Loosen Up, Lighten Up
Day. Ironically, it’s also Condoleeza
Rice’s 52nd birthday. Maybe Mr.
Georgie-Porgie could serenade her
on a romantic, heavily guarded,
helicopter-lit night walk around the
White House.
Color me a hopeless romantic,
but that sounds absolutely heavenly.
I would give anything to listen to
that inept man mindlessly studder
and snort and talk about the good ol’
days of drinking and cocaine...

For classified orders and information, call Ann Tassone at 513-745-3561 or email her at Newswire-Classifieds@xavier.edu

Help Wanted

Looking for bartenders, drivers,
banquet servers, PT, possible FT, fun,
Babysitters needed for Cincinnati easy job, free food! Email steve@
families. Starts at $8 per hour. Must raffelscatering.com for more info.
have own transportation. Apply at
www.thesitterconnection.com or
call 513-898-9857.

For Rent

Babysitters wanted. Average pay is
$10 per hour. Register free for jobs
near campus or home. Visit www.
student-sitters.com.
Mortgage company seeking student
to search courthouse records. $1
per name. No experience. Call
Doug at 877-384-1098.
Babysitter needed in Amberley Village. Five to 15 hours per week
during business hours. $10 per
hour. References needed. Contact
Ingrid at 513-351-1754 or ijm2@
duke.edu.
Earn $2,500. Become an egg donor. Healthy females ages 21-30
only. Visit www.reproductiveassistanceinc.com or call 513-8319207.
Enjoy meeting people? Have fun
and make lots of money! Our
appointment setters earn $300$1,200 per week for only 15 to 20
hours of talking with people. Highest pay in the industry. Join today!
Call 513-731-1333.

Three and four bedroom houses
available for this winter, next summer and next school year. Two
blocks from campus, clean, fully
equipped, off-street parking, laundry, next to other student housing.
Contact Doug at 513-616-3798 or
email cit545@aol.com.
Now leasing for June and August!
The very best two bedroom, three
bedroom, four bedroom, five bedroom and six bedroom apartments around Xavier! You will not
find a better place to live! These
apartments are newly renovated
and set in a turn-of-the-century
mansion. Minutes (walk) from
campus. We feature: ceiling fans,
full modern kitchens, dining room,
sun room, washer and dryer, A/C,
large front porch, extremely large
closets, new carpet, hardwood
floors, plenty of parking, manicured landscaping and much more!
To schedule an appointment, call
Ian at 513-253-7368. Availability is
limited, so hurry!

Huge one bedroom apartment on
first floor with great front porch
for grill outs. 974 Dana, easy walk
or bike to class, on shuttle van
route. Off-street parking and utilities included. Pets OK. Call Scott at
513-673-4946.

Travel

Call STS for the best deals to
this year’s top 10 Spring Break
destinations! Earn the highest
rep commissions! Ask about our
group discounts! Voted best party
schedules. Call 1-800-648-4849
Live with all your friends! Awesome or visit www.ststravel.com.
four and five bedroom apartment
houses. Free parking and washer/
dryer in basement. Free moving
truck with signed lease. 938 Dana.
Call Scott at 513-673-4946.
Must see this three bedroom with
roomy LR and DR. Free off-street
parking and washer/dryer on site.
974 Dana. Call Scott at 513-6734946 before it’s rented without
you!
Two bedroom, big enough for three
if you want. Washer/dryer. On XU
shuttle line or walk/bike to class.
Plenty of parking. Secure building.
974 Dana. Call Scott at 513-6734946.
Housing for 2007! Three bedroom for $930, four bedroom for
$1,080. Free washer/dryer, dishwasher, C/A, off-street parking.
Behind Cintas, 10 minute walk to
campus. Call Pat at 513-702-8251
or email xuhousing@gmail.com.

The Seasons
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W E ’ v e B e e n Wa i t i n g F o r
women’s Basketball Preview
experience meets potential:
Musketeers will vie with George Washington
for conference title

Premiere Home Schedule:
Xavier to tackle power conferences at cintas
center

Men’s Basketball Preview
Talented and deep:
Xavier is the overwhelming preseason pick to
win the A-10 championship

Huggins comes home:
Musketeers welcome Bucknell, Illinois, and
Kansas State to Cincinnati

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL PREVIEW
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Veteran talent, young potential lead to
high hopes for women’s basketball season

2006-07
roster

NICK DIFRANCESCO
Contributing Sportswriter

Key Returnees

1 Joei Clyburn
6-1

Forward

Senior

3 Miranda Green
5-6

Guard

Senior

11 Amber Harris
6-5

Forward

Fresh

12 Alesia Barringer
5-6

Guard

Fresh

13 Maureen Hester
6-1

Forward

Fresh

21 Suntana Granderson
5-11

Forward

Senior

22 Kathleen Gladstone
5-6

Guard

Soph

23 Michele Miller
5-11

Guard

Senior

24 Jerri Taylor
5-7

Guard

Soph

34 Der-ryka Martin
6-3

Forward

Fresh

42 DeAnna Mason
6-2

Center

Senior

52 Bionca McCall
6-3

Center

Fresh

coaching staff
Kevin McGuff
Head Coach
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Mike Bradbury -

Asst. Coach

Kristin Cole -

Asst. Coach

Tasha Pointer -

Asst. Coach

Suntana Granderson- This
Preseason All-Atlantic 10 First
Team selection has been a mainstay in the starting lineup for four
years in the program. She is a
prolific three point shooter (193
career 3’s) who has improved her
scoring average every year (10.0,
10.7, 14.9). Granderson is looking to regain her touch from the
perimeter as she recovers from
off-season shoulder surgery. She
was not allowed to begin shooting
again until late August.
Michele Miller- Miller has appeared in 79 games as a Musketeer,
serving as a role player her first two
seasons and becoming more of a
scorer last year (9.6 ppg). A product of nearby North College Hill
High School, Miller has spent her
summer improving her three point
shooting. Known as somewhat
of a joker, she likes to keep her
teammates loose at all times. She
also knows, however, that when it
comes time to take care of business,
the team will be looking to her for
leadership.
Miranda Green- Along with
Granderson and Miller, Green is the
other veteran presence on the team
who has been firmly entrenched in
the starting lineup throughout her
Xavier career. She has started 88
games, while racking up 332 assists in those contests. She will be
counted on to be the floor general
for this team, and she committed
herself this offseason to focusing
on the mental part of the game.
While being rather quiet, she is an
experienced point guard who leads
by example.
DeAnna Mason- While only
appearing in 13 games last season,
Mason will be counted on to anchor
the painted area this season. She is
physically equipped for this duty
because, according to Assistant
Strength and Conditioning Coach
Holly Franz, she is the strongest
member of the team.
Jerri Taylor- Taylor appeared
in 29 games last season as point
guard, but she will see the bulk of
her minutes on the wing this season. According to several sources
surrounding the program, including Coach Kevin McGuff, Coach
Mike Bradbury and Manager
Corey Hawthorne, she has made
significant improvements to her
game in the offseason, and she is
ready to emerge as playmaker on
the perimeter.
Joei Clyburn- Clyburn was
forced to sit out all of last season
due to transfer rules, but she still
participated in every practice with
the squad. She will be expected
to provide energy and athleticism
on the frontline this season, and
figures to play into the team’s defense-first mentality.

Newcomers
Amber Harris- Start the hype
machine; this freshman comes in
ranked as the number one recruit
in the country by Blue Star Index,
number five by The All Star Girls
Report and number seven by Scout.
com. While there are five seniors
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The tandem of Suntana Granderson and Michele Miller is just
one of the many possible threats available to the Musketeers
this basketball season.
on the team, there is also only
one sophomore and no juniors.
Therefore, the freshmen will be expected to contribute from day one,
especially Harris. She is tall and
athletic, and she will be a nightmare
for other teams to match up with.
Alesia Barringer- Barringer
will see some time as the backup
point guard this year, and will bring
some serious speed to the table.
According to Franz, she is already
the fastest girl on the team.
Maureen Hester- Versatility
is this freshman’s best trait, as she
can play on the wing as well as in
the post. She will be counted on to
relieve both positions coming off
the bench.
Der-ryka Martin and Bionca
McCall- Both of these players
will be called upon to deliver some
backup minutes in the low post.
They are two big bodies that will
help with rebounding and post
defense.

Outlook
The Musketeers return this season on the heels of a campaign that
saw them advance to the second
round of the WNIT in 2005-06.
They compiled a record of 21-9
(11-5 in conference play), while going to the postseason for the fourth
year in a row.
Gone from that team are Tara
Boothe and Kristy Wallner. In
comes the best recruiting class
in the history of Xavier women’s
basketball.
Do you hear that sound? That
is the sound of the NCAA Tournament calling.
It is a place where Xavier has
not been in three seasons. It is a
place where the seniors would like
to get before they graduate.
When asked about their goals,
Granderson, Miller and Green all
responded with the same answer:
“Win the Atlantic 10 and make it
into the NCAA Tournament.”
This squad is unique in that one
of their biggest strengths is also one
of their biggest weaknesses.

While boasting five seniors,
three of whom have played in almost every game for three years, the
team also contains five freshmen.
The Musketeers are old and young
at the same time.
The hope is that the seniors will
be able to lead the team early, with
the freshmen contributing more and
more as the season goes on.
How much the younger players
learn early on will have a dramatic
impact on how far this team is capable of going when it comes time
for the postseason.
Offensively, the three-point shot
should be an effective weapon, with
Granderson and Miller leading the
way on that front. The team should
also be able to get the to free throw
line frequently, as Green, Barringer,
and Harris are always ready to take
it to the rim.
The team will also have a low
post presence in both Mason and
Harris. Offensively, this team has
all of the tools.
On the other hand, defense is
more about desire than ability. The
athletes are there in Harris, Clyburn,
Green and Granderson to be a shutdown defensive team.
Will this team gel on the defensive side of the ball and hustle with
reckless abandon?
We’ll get an early look at 6 p.m.
on November 12 when the Florida
Gators come to town.
This team clearly has the talent.
They have five seniors who are battle tested. They have five freshmen
who make up the best recruiting
class that Xavier has ever seen.
They have chemistry on and off
the court. They were picked by the
coaches of the Atlantic 10 to finish
third in the league.
Will everything come together in
early March for the Musketeers to
show the coaches that they are the
best team in the conference?
Only time will tell, but one thing
is for certain: This should be as fun
and as entertaining a season as there
has been in a long while.
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Women’s conference schedule features 21st-ranked Colonials,
defending champ 49ers
first time since 1992. Though they
are picked to finish closer to the
bottom of the conference than the
top, expect Duquesne to be a tough
opponent.
The Dukes return four starters,
including top scorer senior forward
Loui Hall, who needs just 36 points
to bring her career total to 1,000.
14th-year head coach Dan Durkin
is noted for coaching streaky teams,
and this tendency could make
Duquesne a threat to top teams late
in the season.

Charlotte 49ers

JOHN LAFOLLETTE
Sports Editor

The 21st-ranked George Washington Colonials are clearly the
team to beat in this year’s Atlantic
10 Conference. The Musketeers
will have their hands full with
George Washington, but stand a
good chance of beating them at
home.
The Temple Owls were the only
other team besides Xavier and GW
to receive first place votes in the
preseason A-10 coaches poll, but
don’t count out defending regularseason champion Charlotte, who
still feel they have something to
prove in this league.

Vs. Xavier: Jan. 14, Halton
Arena
Head Coach: Amanda Butler
(second season 21-9)

LaSalle
S
Explorers
Vs. Xavier: Feb. 4, Cintas Center
Head Coach: Tom Lochner (third
season, 23-33)
2005-06 Record: 11-17 (7-9
Atlantic 10)
Returning starters: 2
Key players: Christa Ricketts
(13.8 ppg.), Jenna Graber (.451
3-point shooting)
Scouting report: Third year Lar

St. Bonaventure
Bonnies

Vs. Xavier: Jan. 9, UD Arena
and Feb. 11, Cintas Center
Head Coach: Jim Jabir (fourth
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point threat Jenna Graber, so look

will be an issue for this team, andd
could decide their final standing in
the conference.
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scoring.

Vs. Xavier: Feb. 15, Robbins
Center
Head Coach: Marnie Dacko
(fourth season, 34-51)
2005-06 Record: 11-17 (8-8
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Vs. Xavier: Jan. 28, Cintas
Center
Head Coach: Jim Crowley (seventh season, 53-114)

Dayton Flyers

Massachusetts
Minutewomen
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George Washington
G
i
Colonials
Vs. Xavier: Jan. 21, Cintas
Center
Head Coach: Joe McKeown
(18th season, 386-143)
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Fieldhouse and Feb. 28, Cintas
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UMass prides itself on its tenacious defense, and is looking to run
the floor more and turn defensive
stops into scoring chances on the
other end.

Fordham Rams
Vs. Xavier: Jan. 11, Rose Hill
Gym
Head Coach: Cathy Andruzzi
(first season)
2005-06 Record: 10-18 (5-11
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improve throughout the year.
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conference in scoring average
(behind Xavier and Charlotte).

o
veteran Whitney French running
the point, but the Hawks won’tt
score many points either.

Temple Owls
S i Louis
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Vs. Xavier: Jan. 12, Bauman-Eberhardt Athletic Center
Head Coach: Shimmy Gray
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backcourts in the country.
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was named to this year’s preseason
all-conference second team. This
year’s team is much more experienced than last year’s, but the Billikens have a long way to go.
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prised a lot of people last year by
advancing to the semifinals of the
Atlantic 10 Tournament for the

Vs. Xavier: Feb. 2, McGonigle
Hall
Head Coach: Dawn Staley (seventh season, 126-59)
2005-06 Record: 24-8 (12-4
Atlantic 10)
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third team, and will likely lead the
Rams this year in scoring again.

Rhode Island Rams
Vs. Xavier: Jan. 11, Rose Hill
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Women face challenges at home and on the road
Non-conference schedule features four NCAA Tournament squads, eight from power conferences
JIMMY BYRNES
Asst. Sports Editor

The Xavier women’s basketball
team has assembled one of the most
difficult non-conference schedules
in their history.
After hosting the sixth annual
National City Xavier Invitational,
the women will begin their tough
non-conference schedule at the
Paradise Jam in the U.S. Virgin
Islands.
After that, they will begin the
brunt of their non-conference
schedule, playing against four
teams who made the women’s
NCAA Tournament last year.
In all, the Musketeers will play
eight teams from power conferences, including the SEC, the Big
East, the Big Ten and the ACC.
Here’s a look at the non-conference
schedule for this year.

Auburn Tigers
i
Vs. Xavier: Nov. 23, U.S. Virgin
Islands
Head Coach: Nell Fortner (third
season, 33-24)
2005-06 Record: 16-13 (4-10
SEC)
Returning starters: 2
Key players: Alexis Ogubie (4.8
ppg.), Marita Payne (141 career
blocks)
Scouting report: The Tigers lookk
to build on a 16-13 season with
the help of six newcomers to the
program. With only four returning players from last year’s squad,
the Tigers are young but talented.
Senior Marita Payne looks to be a
leader for the inexperienced club,
and her 6-foot-5 inch frame andd
8.5 points per game are going to
be useful for the young Auburn
guards.
Coach Fortner will look to gett
the most out of her team and will
likely rely on Ogubie and Payne
to lead the way on the floor. Afterr
losing nearly 40 points per game
due to graduation, the Tigers needd
somebody to step up into a scorer’s role to fill that huge
g void.

Western Michigan
i i
Broncos
Vs. Xavier: Nov. 24, U.S. Virgin
Islands
Head Coach: Ron Stewart (10th
season, 132-132)
2005-06 Record: 14-14 (11-5
Mid-American)
Returning starters: 4
Key players: Lindsey Brown
(14.7 ppg.), Carrie Moore (17.1
ppg.)
Scouting report: Carrie Moore
and Lindsey Brown lead an experienced team into the 2006-07 season. Losing leading scorer Casey
Rost will hurt the Broncos, but itt
will open up more opportunities
for Brown who was third on the
team in scoring last season. Coach
Stweart will move guard Ashley
Owens into the starting line-up
full time along with forward Tiera
DeLaHoussaye.
The veteran team looks to improve on last year’s .500 season,
and are vying for a spot in the

NCAA tournament with a MAC
Conference Championship.

Marquette Golden
G
Eagles
Vs. Xavier: Nov. 25, U.S. Virgin
Islands
Head Coach: Terri Mitchell
(10th season, 191-109)
2005-06 Record: 18-12 (9-7 Big
East)
Returning starters:4
Key players: Krystal Ellis (10.7
ppg), Jasmine McCullough (9.9
ppg)
Scouting report: The Golden
Eagles are returning four starters from a team that went to the
WNIT Championship game one
season ago. Top scorers Ellis andd
McCullough look to inflate theirr
numbers this year as they are going to be the go-to players. The
Eagles are balanced in terms off
age with four seniors, two juniors,
three sophomores and three freshmen. The combination of experience and youth could prove to
be a valuable one-two punch for
Marquette.
As they enter their second season in the Big East, the Golden
Eagles look to improve upon a
respectable 9-7 conference record.
Instead of a run in the WNIT again
this season, look for the Eagles to
make a push in the NCAA from a
loaded Big East Conference.

Louisville
i i Cardinals
C i
Vs. Xavier: Nov. 30, Cintas
Center
Head Coach: Terri Mitchell
(10th season, 191-109)
2005-06 Record: 18-12 (10-6
Big East)
Returning starters: 3
Key players: Jazz Covington
(13.7 ppg), Helen Johnson (7.8
ppg)
Scouting report: The number 21
ranked Cardinals play in the everr
tough Big East Conference andd
look to play hard all season againstt
top competition. The return off
three starters and eight players
overall will help Louisville to stay
competitive and improve upon lastt
year’s 19 wins.
The all-time series is 3-2 in favor of the Cardinals, who look to
increase the lead to 4-2 with a win
at Cintas this season.

Morehead State
S
Eagles
Vs. Xavier: Dec. 2, Cintas Center
Head Coach: Mathew Mitchell
(second season, 16-13)
2005-06 Record: 16-13 (11-9
Ohio Valley)
Returning starters: 3
Key players: LaKrisha Brown
(15.1ppg), Anitha Smith-Williams
(8.9 ppg)
Scouting report: Coach Mitchell
looks to improve on his 16 win
season from a year ago. He andd
the Eagles feel that with three re-

turning starters and eight returning players, improvement will
come. Morehead State leads the
all-time series with Xavier 4-2,
but this year’s meeting will be the
first since 1994. The Eagles are a
young team that has eight freshmen in the incoming class. Look
for Coach Mitchell to try and balance playing time with his returners and newcomers to ensure the
development of his younger players throughout the season.

Penn State Nittany
i
Lions
Vs. Xavier: Dec. 7, Bryce Jordan
Center
Head Coach: Rene Portland
(27th season 591-220)
2005-06 Record: 13-16 (6-10
Big Ten)
Returning starters: 5
Key players: Amanda Brown
(15.6 ppg), Kamel Gissendanner
(14.8 ppg)
Scouting report: The Nittany
Lions look to improve on lastt
season’s 13 wins. Returning all
five starters and the two top scorers is a reliable blueprint to do so.
The Big 10 is a tough conference,
but PSU thinks that the experience they gained last season was
valuable for the program’s young
players.
Coach Portland is known aroundd
the NCAA as one of the top strategists, and therefore will come up
with a solid game plan throughoutt
the season for the Nittany Lions’
opponents. This season will markk
the first meeting between Xavierr
and Penn State.

C
Coppin
i State
S
Eagles
Vs. Xavier: Dec. 10, Cintas
Center
Head Coach: Derek Brown
(eighth season, 109-86)
2005-06 Record: 22-9 (18-0
Mid-Eastern Athletic)
Returning starters: 4
Key players: Rashida Suber
(12.5 ppg, 63 steals), Talia Sutton
(5.5 rpg)
Scouting report: The Eagles will
look to continue upon an 18-0
showing in the MEAC conference.
The squad returns four starters
from last season’s NCAA tournament team and 10 letterwinners,
so the void left by the one graduating starter looks to be easily filled.
The Eagles will be a tough test forr
many teams because of their size
upfront, boasting seven players
who are 5’ 11” or taller.
Coach Brown will look to Suber and Sutton to lead the Eagle
attack and for leadership on the
court. Sutton is a returning captain, and Suber is the team’s pointt
guard. Each can score and each
can defend.

Eastern Illinois
i i
Panthers
Vs. Xavier: Dec. 15, Cintas
Center
Head Coach: Brady Sallee (third
season, 20-36)
2005-06 Record: 10-19 (9-11
Ohio Valley)
Returning starters: 3
Key players: Rachel Galligan
(21 points in exhibition), Megan
Edwards (17 points in exhibition)
Scouting report: The Panthers,
in their only exhibition game this
season, started with a four guard
line up. This could be difficult to
contain for the more traditional
two guard lineups that are customary around basketball. This creates mismatches for Coach Sallee
and his players. The Panthers only
have three seniors on their roster.
This season will be about getting
the younger players comfortable
at this level and building for the
years to come. EIU leads the alltime series with XU 3-1.

Ball State
S
C
Cardinals
i
Vs. Xavier: Dec. 22, Cintas
Center
Head Coach: Tracy Roller (sixth
season, 91-59)
2005-06 Record: 17-12 (9-7
MAC)
Returning Starters: 4
Key Players: Julie DeMuth (11.4
ppg), Tina Bolte (.370 3-pt shooting)
Scouting Report: The Cardinals
fell short of post season play, butt
they look to make it that far this
season with the two leading scorers back for another season. DeMuth is a scoring threat from all
over the floor, and her partner in
crime is Tina Bolte who is deadly
from beyond the arc.
In addition, BSU has the winningest coach in the program’s
history in Coach Roller. Her 91
career wins and her commitmentt
to excellence have the Cardinals
playing hard, game in and game
out.

Kansas Jayhawks
Vs. Xavier: Dec. 31, Allen Field
House
Head Coach: Bonnie Hendrickson (third season, 29-29)
2005-06 Record: 17-13 (5-11
Big 12)
Returning starters: 2
Key players: Ivana Catic (7.7
ppg.), Taylor MacIntosh (30game starter last season)
Scouting report: The Jayhawks
are coming off their first post season appearance since 2000, butt
they only return two starters from
a team that started 12-0 last season. With half of the 2006 rosterr
being freshmen, coach Hendrickson is stressing the importance off
early season development for herr
young team. The return of pointt
guard Catic will aid directing the
young team, and the presence off
MacIntosh in the middle will help
the young players find a target to

pass to underneath the hoop.
The recruiting class is a talented
one that was ranked in the top 25,
but it is hard to rely on freshmen in
the closing minutes of a big game.

Pennsylvania
i Quakers
Vs. Xavier: Jan. 2, Cintas Center
Head Coach: Patrick Knapp
(second season 15-12)
2005-06 Record: 15-12 (3-11
Ivy)
Returning starters: 3
Key players: Joey Rhodes (13.7
ppg.), Monica Naltner (9.5 ppg.)
Scouting report: The Quakers
are returning 11 players from lastt
year’s team including the team’s
leading scorer Joey Rhodes. Headd
Coach Patrick Knapp looks to improve on last year’s team’s successes of 15 wins.
The team looks to be competitive and should not have too much
trouble finding ways to replace the
12.5 points per game that graduated after last season. The Quakers
play in the prestigious Ivy League
and are hoping to advance to the
NCAA Tournament with a Conference win this season.

NC
CS
State Wolfpack
f
Vs. Xavier: Jan. 15, Cintas
Center
Head Coach: Kay Yow (32nd
season, 636-301)
2005-06 Record: 19-12 (7-7
Atlantic Coast)
Returning starters: 4
Key players: Ashley Key (10.9
ppg.), Khadijah Whittington (10.0
ppg.)
Scouting report: The Pack are
book-ended with seniors and
freshmen this season. They will
rely on the leadership of six seniors and the youthfulness of six
freshmen, all the while playing the
occasional sophomore or juniorr
that they have on the roster.
Last season’s 19-12 team returns 21 points per game with Key
and Whittington, and while losing 27 points per game will hurtt
the Wolfpack, NC State looks
to fill that hole with some of lastt
season’s role players as well as
the newcomers from the freshmen
class. The Wolfpack will look to
claw their way into the NCAAs
with a good showing in the tough
ACC conference.
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Stacked men’s squad sets
sights on Sweet 16
BILL GORMAN
Contributing Sportswriter

Students know it.Alumni know
it. The coaches know it. Certainly
the team knows it.
Expectations for this year’s
men’s basketball team are the highest they’ve been in years. Not since
David West’s Player of the Year
days has so much been expected of
a Xavier basketball team.
The Musketeers showed glimmers of greatness in last year’s
Atlantic 10 Tournament, where they
became the first team in NCAA history to win four games in four days
to claim the conference championship... twice.
This is a new year, with a more
complete blend of veteran leadership and youthful energy. Third
year head coach Sean Miller will
look to find the best way to incorporate both into the season.
Atlantic 10 coaches and media
have set the bar high for this year’s
squad of Musketeers; Xavier was
their overwhelmingly popular
choice to win the conference championship.
Returning for their fourth goaround are seniors Justin Doellman,
Justin Cage and Brandon Cole.
After three solid seasons for
Doellman and Cage, these two
seniors are poised for a basketball
season where they leave it all on the
floor. There are high expectations
for both Doellman, who ESPN’s
Jay Bilas says “does everything
well,” and Cage, who is a two-time
Atlantic 10 All-Defensive Team
member.
Cole was hampered by an injury
two seasons ago. A year ago, he
was fighting for time behind Brian
Thornton. As it happens, another
injury, this time spasms in junior
forward Josh Duncan’s back, could
boost Cole’s playing time early
this season. Cole is now forced
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2006-07

roster
1 Josh Duncan
6-9

Forward

Junior

2 Adrion Graves
6-4

Guard

Fresh

3 Justin Cage
6-6

Forward

Senior

5 Derrick Brown
6-7

Forward

Fresh

11 BJ Raymond
6-6

Forward

Soph
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Head coach Sean Miller says junior transfer Drew Lavender makes his
teammates play better and “has a toughness that is contagious as well.”
to fill the considerable hole left by
Duncan’s temporary absence.
Also returning are juniors Stanley Burrell and Duncan. Burrell has
the ability to score from anywhere
on the court, and may even see an
increased amount of playing time
running the point when Drew Lavender isn’t on the floor.
Duncan, one the strongest men
in college basketball, is the inside
out presence that drives opposing
teams insane.
Sophomores Johnny Wolf and
BJ Raymond are the most enigmatic
returning players. Wolf, a competent ball handler, will likely back
up Lavender.
BJ Raymond is a more than
capable defensive player; he is an
athletic swing men who can run in

PHOTO COURTESY TAYLOR BROOKS

Junior guard Stanley Burrell is going to be counted on to provide consistency on both offense and defense for the Musketeers this season.

the open court and also hit the spot
up three.
But perhaps the most intriguing
aspect of this season will be the
integration of the first year players. The buzz is swirling around
Lavender, the junior transfer from
Oklahoma who sat out last season
because of NCAA transfer rules.
The former McDonald’s AllAmerican has the ability to change
the face of a game. He is deceptively quick, enabling him to dribble
drive at will making the kick-out
pass to Burrell a guarantee.
So far, through two exhibition
games, Lavender has dished out
10 assists, including two highlight
alley-oops to redshirt freshman
Derrick Brown.
Like James Posey before him,
Brown is an incredible athlete
who can run with Lavender on
fast breaks and can finish around
the basket, thanks to his incredible
leaping ability.
Two other fresh faces will see
playing time this year for the
Muskies. Freshman Adrion Graves,
from Hughes High School in Cincinnati, will likely see minutes at
the shooting guard position, backing up Burrell. Like Burrell, he has
excellent range and the ability to get
his shot up at any time.
Jason Love, a freshman center
from Philadelphia, is an athletic big
man who fits well into Miller’s new
up-tempo style.
With so much versatility and
bench depth, these Musketeers are
free to substitute at will; fatigue
should never become an issue this
year.
Likewise, Xavier’s multitude of
offensive weapons will make them
a hard team to scout. They can run
with Lavender, or play a half-court
game, and be equally as compelling, not to mention dangerous.
Though the season doesn’t start
until Saturday, it’s hard not to say
Sweet 16, at the least, and maybe
further. The talent is there on paper. The question is: Will the talent
show up when first place in the
A-10 is on the line?

14 Johnny Wolf
6-2

Guard

Soph

15 Justin Doellman
6-9

Forward

Senior

24 Drew Lavender
5-7

Guard

Junior

31 Jason Love
6-9

Forward

Fresh

33 Brandon Cole
6-8

Forward

Senior

34 Stanley Burrell
6-3

Guard

Junior

41 Adam Simons
7-0

Center

Senior

45 Kevin Waymire
6-7

Forward

Senior

coaching staff
Sean Miller
Head Coach

Third Season

Kenya Hunter -

Asst. Coach

Chris Mack -

Asst. Coach

James Whitford -

Asst. Coach
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Stiff A-10 slate won’t allow off-nights
BRIAN BOWSHER
Editor-in-Chief

Charlotte 49ers

After sending two teams to the
Elite Eight in 2004, the Atlantic 10
has suffered a pair of down years,
having been awarded only one atlarge berth to the NCAA Tournament over that span.
The field should be tougher in
2006-07 as UMass, Saint Louis,
Charlotte and George Washington
join Xavier at the upper tier of the
conference and have legitimate
shots at the big dance. Talented
teams Fordham, Temple and Dayton sit on the edge while Saint
Joseph’s and LaSalle will take a
step back this season.
With everyone gunning for
Xavier at the top, the Muskies cannot afford an off night, especially on
the road, in what looks to be a tough
slate of conference opponents.

Vs. Xavier: Feb. 3, Cintas Center
Head Coach: Bobby Lutz (ninth
season, 154-96)
2005-06 Record: 19-13 (13-3
Atlantic 10)
Returning starters: 2

Salisberry and 6-11 senior center Wayne Marshall. No longer
faced with Chaney’s combo-zone
defense or draconian views on
scheduling, opposing A-10 coaches probably aren’t too upset to see
the wise old owl fly off.

2005-06 Record:13-17 (13-3
Atlantic 10)
R

Dayton Flyers
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Duquesne Dukes
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Vs. Xavier: Jan. 27, Cintas Center & Feb. 24, UD Arena
Head Coach: Brian Gergory
(fourth season, 56-37)
2005-06 Record: 14-17 (8-8
Atlantic 10)
Returning starters: 4
Key players: Monty Scott (11.2
ppg), Brian Roberts (16.0 ppg)
Scouting report: When the Flyr
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man David Brewster who topped
20 ppg last season.
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LaSalle Explorers

m
ference for 40 minutes.
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Saint
i Joseph’s Hawks
Vs. Xavier: Jan. 21, SJU Alumni
Fieldhouse and Feb. 28, Cintas
Center
Head Coach: Phil Martelli (12th
season, 222-125)
2005-06 Record: 19-14 (4-12
Atlantic 10)
Returning starters: 1
p

t
lotte should be back in the upperr
echelon of the A-10 and challenge
for the conference crown.

t
b

Vs. Xavier: March 3, Tom Gola
Arena
Head Coach: Dr. John Giannini
(third season, 28-29)
2005-06 Record: 18-10 (7-9
Atlantic 10)
Returning starters: 2
K

d

d
r
d

y
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g
fer Andres Sandoval for long lostt
consistency from the PG position.

but the player to watch this year

Vs. Xavier: Feb. 21, Cintas
Center
Head Coach: Jim Baron (sixth
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Martelli’s (moving) screen offense
should be as potent as in any nonNelson year. If Calathes continues to frustrate with his sporadic
play, however, Martelli could have
some issues in the Illadelph.

t
t

berg’s methodical offense and
p
r

George Washington
G
i
Colonials

n
n
t
who drew double and triple teams,
means that opposing defenses will
no longer be so preoccupied with
one player, making scoring opportunities much harder for Harris
and the Explorers.

Vs. Xavier: Feb. 10, Charles E.
Smith Center
Head Coach: Karl Hobbs (sixth
season, 91-56)
2005-06 Record: 27-3 (16-0

Fordham Rams

NBA, as does SLU’s talented pair

St. Bonaventure
Bonnies

tempo and scoring in transition is
the way to beat the Billikens, butt
that simple formula isn’t so easy
to achieve after tipoff.

Vs. Xavier: Jan. 24, Reilly
Center
Head Coach: Anthony Soloman
(fourth season, 17-66)
2005-06 Record: 8-19 (3-13

f

Temple Owls
Vs. Xavier: Jan. 6, Cintas Center

t
r

Rhode Island Rams

Saint
i Louis
i Billikens
i i
Vs. Xavier: Jan. 13, Scottrade
Center & Feb. 7, Cintas Center
Head Coach: Brad Soderberg
(fifth season, 60-61)
2005-06 Record: 16-13 (4-12

Vs. Xavier: Jan. 31, A.J. Palumbo
Center
Head Coach: Ron Everhart (first
season)
2005-06 Record: 3-24 (6-10
Atlantic 10)
R
K
p
r

Vs. Xavier: Jan. 11, Rose Hill
Gym
Head Coach: Dereck Whittenburg (fourth season, 35-54)
2005-06 Record: 15-15 (6-10
Atlantic 10)
Returning starters: 4
Key players: Bryant Dunston
(16 1 ppg 7 6 rpg) Marcus Stout

for URI to get back to the 20-win
plateau.

Massachusetts
Minutemen
Vs. Xavier: Jan. 18, Cintas
Center
Head Coach: Travis Ford (second season, 13-15)
2005-06 Record: 13-15 (8-8
Atlantic 10)

t

p
d
f

r
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f

trip to the postseason is still a yearr
or two away, the Bonnies are league
doormats no more.

j
frontcourt increased in his first full
year with the Colonials.

Richmond
i
Spiders
S i
t
guards Mark Tyndale and Dustin

Vs. Xavier: Feb. 17, Cintas
Center
Head Coach: Chris Mooney
(
(second
season,, 13-17))

f

t
r
apg) will be the difference between another mediocre year andd
a postseason
p
appearance.
pp

p
is eligible to play after failing to
qualify at Syracuse, also in the
mix, UMass is poised to challenge
for the top spot in the conference
and a top 25 ranking nationally as
well.
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Men look to rekindle rivalry, avenge loss against
tough non-conference schedule

Previews by Sports Editor John
LaFollette and contributing
sportswriter Aaron Armbruster

With games against 19th ranked
Creighton, defending Patriot League
champion Bucknell, perennial powerhouse Illinois and Bob Huggins’
Kansas State, this is one of the most
difficult non-conference schedules
that Xavier has assembled.
Throw in potential Paradise Jam
matchups with Alabama and Villanova, and the Musketeers could
emerge with a much higher RPI
than it had last year.
Here’s a look at Xavier’s upcoming non-conference schedule.

Coastal Carolina
i
Chanticleers
Vs. Xavier: Nov. 11 at Cintas
Center
Head Coach: Buzz Peterson
(second season, 20-10 )
2005-06 Record: 20-10 (12-4
Big South)
Returning starters: 3
Key players: Jack Leasure (17.8
ppg, .419 3 pt. shooting)
Scouting report: Last year’s Big
South Conference runner-up tookk
Winthrop, who won the conference’s automatic bid, to the buzzerr
in the conference final. They are a
small team, often employing fourr
guards, who look to play a fastpaced game. Without a real post
presence, Coastal cannot afford to
play a slow, grinding game. They
look to a scrappy, hustle defense
and the tenacity and anonymous
play of 6-foot-4 forward Joseph
Harris to keep them in games.
They will also be looking to fill
the scoring and leadership voids
left by graduated Pele Paelay,
who averaged 14.8 ppg and 4.8
rebounds, and was drafted to the
CBA this off-season.

Virginia
i i i
Commonwealth Rams
Vs. Xavier: Nov. 17, U.S. Virgin
Islands
Head Coach: Anthony Grant
(first season)
2005-06 Record: 19-10 (11-7
Colonial Athletic)
Returning starters: 2
Key players: Jesse Pellot-Rosa
(7.4 ppg, 5.1 rpg), B.A. Walker
(11.7 ppg)
Scouting report: As coach Anthony Grant takes over for former Duke star Jeff Capel, he
brings with him a new offensive
philosophy. He looks to install a
run-and-gun transition offense to
take advantage of team speed, andd
he would like to use quickness to
his advantage with more pressure
on the ball on defense as well. A
question mark is whether the team
is quick enough, deep enough orr
conditioned well enough to handle
such a demanding style of play.
However they play, Grant looks
to build on last season’s foundation. VCU had the highest RPI off
any non-tournament team. They
have been picked to finish sixth in
their conference this year, behindd
such teams as Hofstra, Drexel andd
last year’s cinderella team George
Mason.

American
i
Eagles
Vs. Xavier: Nov. 25 at Cintas
Center
Head Coach: Jeff Jones (seventh
season, 87-88)
2005-06 Record: 12-17 (7-7
Patriot League)
Returning starters: 5
Key players: Andre Ingram (12
ppg, 4.7 rpg), Derrick Mercer (7.6
ppg, 3.8 apg)
Scouting report: Returning all
five starters, American is picked to
finish third in the Patriot League
this season. They began last season very slowly, and they look to
prevent that again with their experience. They will look to their size
and solid interior defense to prevent points and grab rebounds andd
try to get Ingram and Mercer easy
transition opportunities. They will
need Ingram’s offensive presence
and leadership if they have any
chance of overtaking perennial
bracket busters Bucknell at the top
of the conference. In order to do
this, they will need to upset one off
their tough non-conference opponents including Xavier, Maryland,
Virginia and Richmond.

Miami
i i (OH)
Redhawks
Vs. Xavier: Nov. 29 at Cintas
Center
Head Coach: Charlie Coles (11th
season, 175-126)
2005-06 Record: 18-11 (14-4
Mid American)
Returning starters: 3
Key players: Nathan Peavy (11.2
ppg, 6.9 rpg), Tim Pollitz (12.7
ppg, 5.7 rpg)
Scouting report: Upset at theirr
low preseason MAC ranking
(fourth in the MAC West Division), Miami looks to continue
their postseason tournament streakk
in the Big Dance this year. They
return three key starters and seniorr
post player Monty St. Clair, who
started his freshman and sophomore seasons. They are a grinding, slow-paced team whose style
could disrupt an up-tempo team.
However, shooting has been theirr
Achilles’ heel, as they finishedd
10th in the MAC last year with a
.333 3-point shooting percentage.
They will be hungry for a victory
amidst a difficult non-conference
schedule that includes Kentucky,
Xavier, Illinois, Michigan, UC
and a special ESPN Bracket Buster team.

Western Carolina
i
Catamounts
Vs. Xavier: Dec. 2 at Cintas
Center
Head Coach: Larry Hunter (second year, 13-17)
2005-06 Record: 13-17 (7-7
Southern Conference)
Returning starters: 3
Key players: Antonio Russell
(13.3 ppg, 3.3 rpg), Kyle Greathouse (8.1 ppg, .403 3-point
shooting)
Scouting report: After a tough
campaign in the 2005-2006 sea-

son, Western’s hopes are up with
a highly touted recruiting class.
Ranked as possibly the best recruiting class the Southern conference has ever seen, WCU welcomes five new freshmen and a
junior college transfer. They will
rely on the leadership of senior
guard Kyle Greathouse to make up
for the drastic lack of experience.
What they lack in experience, they
make up for in athleticism, coaching and 3-point shooting, with that
ability coming from all five spots
on the floor. Their biggest concern
comes in the post, where they have
no established offensive threat or
defensive stopper. However, this
could be the surprise team in the
Southern Conference.

Detroit
i Mercy Titans
i
Vs. Xavier: Dec. 5 at Cintas
Center
Head Coach: Perry Watson (14th
season, 243-156)
2005-06 Record: 16-16 (8-8
Horizon League)
Returning starters: 2
Key players: Brandon Cotton
(17.5 ppg, 2.5 apg), Jon Goode
(10.9 ppg, 4.1 rpg)
Scouting report: Veteran headd
coach Perry Watson is the seniorr
statesman in the Horizon League,
leading the conference’s most consistent team over the past decade.
He is looking, however, to finally
break through into the NCAA
tournament. Detroit is a defensively strong team, having given
up only 65 ppg last season; however, their lack of size at the guardd
position could end up hurting
them. The offense will be carried
d
by 3-point threat Jon Goode and
experienced playmaker Brandon
Cotton. Detroit was ranked thirdd
in the Horizon League’s preseason
poll behind Loyola Chicago and
last year’s tournament team Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

C i
Creighton
Bluejays
j
Vs. Xavier: Dec. 5 at QWEST
Center Omaha
Head Coach: Dana Altman (13th
year, 238-130)
2005-06 Record: 20-10 (12-6
Missouri Valley)
Returning starters: 4
Key players: Nate Funk (17.0
ppg), Anthony Tolliver (6.7 rpg)
Scouting report: For the second consecutive year, Xavier will
travel to Omaha’s QWEST Centerr
for a showdown with 23rd-ranked
d
Creighton. Having won the MVC
Championship in five of the lastt
eight years, the Bluejays have
again assembled a team of quality
veterans who plan on making an
impact in the post-season. Creighton will count on senior guard Nate
Funk, who averaged 17 points perr
game in seven games last yearr
before suffering a season-ending
shoulder injury. Funk relies heavily on the 3-point shot (he averages nearly 43 percent shooting
from behind the arc), and Xavier’s
defense should contain his numberr
of open looks.

Cincinnati
i i
i Bearcats
Vs. Xavier: Dec. 13, at Shoemaker Center
Head Coach: Mick Cronin (first
year)
2005-06 Record: 21-13 (8-8 Big
East)
Returning starters: 3
Key players: Jamual Warren
(22.2 ppg – Globe Institute JC),
Cedric McGowan (7.2 rpg)
Scouting report: Xavier will
travel to Clifton to meet an inexperienced and unpredictable Bearcatt
squad in a game that needs no introduction. This year, Cincinnati
will introduce a team of nine newcomers as well as new head coach
Mick Cronin. Cronin thinks thatt
opposing teams won’t know whatt
style of play to expect from his
crop of junior college transfers. Iff
he recruits anything like his mentor-in-crime Bob Huggins did, the
Musketeers can definitely expectt
a physical game. These Bearcats
are more versatile and much
deeper on the bench than the team
Xavier edged in last year’s Shootout. Still, Xavier is more talented,
and Cronin’s recruits won’t yett
understand the magnitude of the
Crosstown Shootout.

Arizona
i
State Sun
Devils
Vs. Xavier: Dec. 16, at Cintas
Center
Head Coach: Herb Sendek (first
year)
2005-06 Record: 11-17 (5-13
Pac 10)
Returning starters: 3
Key players: Serge Angounon
(7.3 ppg), Jeff Pendergraph (6.1
rpg)
Scouting report: Under new
head coach Herb Sendek, the Arizona State Sun Devils look to improve on a string of inconsistent
seasons. The former NC State
coach has gained a reputation forr
knocking off top opponents with
his “one heartbeat” coaching outlook. Part of his ability to win big
games lies in his teams’ 3-pointt
shooting. Last year’s NC State
squad averaged nine threes perr
game, and Sendek has said that his
players will continue to shoot the
long ball. Xavier’s defense tends
to give up very few three-pointt
shots, which will make the Musketeers a tough opponent for the
Sun Devils.

Bucknell Bison
i
Vs. Xavier: Dec. 20, at Cintas
Center
Head Coach: Pat Flannery (13th
season, 200-150)
2005-06 Record: 27-5 (14-0
Patriot League)
Returning starters: 3
Key players: Abe Badmus (3.9
apg), Donald Brown (6.5 ppg)
Scouting report: The Bucknell
Bison are looking for their thirdd
straight Patriot League title this
season, and will do so without the
leadership of two-year co-captains
Kevin Bettencourt and Charles
Lee. Bucknell does return seniorr
point guard Abe Badmus and senior center and Patriot League
Player of the Year candidate Chris

McNaughton, however, and the
Bison should remain contenders
this year.
Scoring will be a premium
against a tough defense that allowed
just 55.3 points per game last year,
but Xavier should have opportunities to cash in on turnovers against
Bucknell, as the Bison gave the ball
away almost 15 times per game last
season.

Illinois
i i Fighting
i i Illini
i i
Vs. Xavier: Dec. 29, at U.S.
Bank Arena
Head Coach: Bruce Weber
(fourth season, 89-16)
2005-06 Record: 26-7 (11-5 Big
Ten)
Returning starters: 3
Key players: Rich McBride (10.0
ppg), Brian Randle (5.4 rpg)
Scouting report: Xavier will
look to avenge last season’s 65-62
loss to Illinois this season. This
meeting is the second in a series off
neutral-site games between Xavier and Illinois, though last year’s
game was played at the hardly
neutral United Center in Chicago
and this year’s game will be heldd
at U.S. Bank Arena, minutes from
Xavier’s campus. The Illini are nott
as strong of a team as they were
early last year, but they are likely
to be a tough foe yet again. Headd
coach Bruce Weber has compiledd
an impressive winning percentage at Illinois, and his teams are
never short on talent. Winning
the rebound war will be key as the
Illini are traditionally efficient in
turning offensive rebounds into
points. This game will probably
be the toughest on Xavier’s nonconference schedule.

Kansas State
S
Wildcats
i
Vs. Xavier: Jan. 3, at U.S. Bank
Arena
Head Coach: Bob Huggins (first
season)
2005-06 Record: 15-13 (6-10
Big 12)
Returning starters: 3
Key players: David Hoskins
(13.1 ppg), Cartier Martin (18.0
ppg)
Scouting report: Kansas State
head coach Bob Huggins comes
home to face his old rival in Xavier’s first game of 2007. The lastt
game of Xavier’s dazzling nonconference schedule comes againstt
the perennially decent Wildcats.
The contest will likely be an emotional one for the hometown fans
at the neutral U.S. Bank Arena,
and will evoke memories of when
the Crosstown Shootout meantt
more than just beating Cincinnati.
Huggins will be again be the targett
of Musketeer heckles, but Xavierr
should have its hands full with his
team. The K-State lineup features
newly re-instated Wildcat Cartierr
Martin, who led the team in scoring, rebounding, 3-pointers, free
throws and minutes last season.
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2006-2007 Xavier Basketball Schedules

MEN

WOMEN

November

November

COASTAL CAROLINA
11
17 vs. Virginia Commonwealth
AMERICAN
25
MIAMI (OH)
29

7 p.m.
6 p.m.
12 p.m.
7 p.m.

12
23
24
25
30

WESTERN CAROLINA
DETROIT
at Creighton
at Cincinnati
ARIZONA ST.
BUCKNELL
vs. Illinois

12 p.m.
7 p.m.
8 p.m.
7 p.m.
6 p.m.
7 p.m.
9 p.m.

2
7
10
15
22
31

January
3
6
11
13
18
21
24
27
31

vs. Kansas St.
TEMPLE*
at Fordham*
at St. Louis*
MASSACHUSETTS*
at St. Joseph’s*
at St. Bonaventure*
DAYTON*
at Duquesne*
CHARLOTTE*
ST. LOUIS*
at George Washington*
RICHMOND*
RHODE ISLAND*
at Dayton*
ST. JOSEPH’S*

7 p.m.
7 p.m.
8 p.m.
8 p.m.
7 p.m.
12 p.m.
7 p.m.
12 p.m.
7 p.m.

at LaSalle*

4 p.m.
7 p.m.
2 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

2
7
9
12
14
21
26
28

PENN
N. CAROLINA ST.
at Dayton*
at St. Louis*
at Charlotte*
GEORGE WASHINGTON*
DUQUESNE*
ST. BONAVENTURE*

7 p.m.
2 p.m.
7 p.m.
8 p.m.
2 p.m.
2 p.m.
7 p.m.
2 p.m.

February
4 p.m.
7 p.m.
8 p.m.
6 p.m.
7 p.m.
6 p.m.
7 p.m.

March
3

MOREHEAD ST.
at Penn St.
COPPIN ST.
EASTERN ILLINOIS
BALL ST.
at Kansas

January

February
3
7
10
17
21
24
28

6 p.m.
6:30 p.m
4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
7 p.m.

December

December
2
5
9
13
16
20
29

FLORIDA
vs. Auburn
vs. Western Michigan
vs. Marquette
LOUISVILLE

TBA

2
4
8
11
15
18
22
25

at Temple*
LASALLE*
at St. Joseph’s*
DAYTON*
at Richmond*
at Massachusetts*
FORDHAM*
RHODE ISLAND*

4 p.m.
2 p.m.
7 p.m.
2 p.m.
7 p.m.
2 p.m.
12 p.m.
2 p.m.

HOME GAMES IN CAPS (AT CINTAS CENTER)
(*) Denotes Atlantic 10 conference game

